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WinCap Budget Development Training 
 

 
Before beginning the Budget Development process in WinCap, sites should be familiar with the 
routines that must be run to initialize the system for beginning a new fiscal year (initializing the 
year, rolling over the non-project funds, rolling over the project funds and renewing, without 
cutting over, projects).  This information can be found in Time Sensitive Material, Accounting 
Spring/ Summer Work Plan – Transitioning Fiscal Years Sections (2a and 2d).  See Appendix 
 
If it is desired to restructure or redefine any of the accounts for the new fiscal year for specific 
Funds, contact Harris or RIC support staff prior to Rolling Over the Fund, so procedures can be 
defined and implemented to accomplish this in an efficient manner. 

 
Sites should review User Security and User Profiles for Budget Development, but also for the 
Fund & GL tab, as the option “Can Initiate a New Fiscal Year” is located on the Fund & GL tab in 
User Profile (File/ Administration/ User Profile). 
 
The WinCap Budget Development Setup file contains options related to the Budget 
Development process.  These specifications should be reviewed before beginning budget 
development.  Information may be changed by the site and can be accessed by utilizing Update 
Budget Development Setup Specifications (Manage/ Budget Development/ Update Budget 
Development Setup Specifications).   

 

 
 
However, the option to “Use Budget Requests,” must be activated by Harris or RIC support staff 
in (System Setup/ Configuration).  It allows a district to enter requisitions in the budget 
development year, which are used to build the budget.  These Budget Requests become the 
basis for proposed appropriation amounts in Budget Development and, where appropriate, 
may be rolled into Purchase Requests once the funds are cutover.  Budget Requests may be 
bids or standard supply requests or may be simply used to provide additional detail listings or 
information supporting the proposed budget amount.  Multiple budget requests can be created 
for the same budget account.  The system incrementally increases the proposed budget 
amount for each budget account specified on the request as these requests are “approved.”  To 
determine if a user has security to access Budget Requests, go to Manage/Budget 
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Development/Budget Requests. If the option is not available, it must be activated, or the user 
doesn’t have the security to add Budget Requests. 
 
The fields labeled Proposed 1 through Proposed 10 are used to establish the description of the 
column headings that appear within the Budget Development Worksheet and Budget 
Development reports. 
 
The Description for Budget Detail reconciling item (Line 9998) defaults to Miscellaneous Other 
but may be changed to another description if desired.  Line 9998 is the miscellaneous item 
amount that is utilized to balance the amount that appears in the Budget Development 
Worksheet with the sum of the Miscellaneous Budget Detail records.   
 
Methods for Entering Proposed Budget Information 

 

There are several ways to enter budget information into WinCap before a fund is cut over. 

 A user may, with appropriate security, utilize the Budget Development Worksheet, 
Miscellaneous Budget Detail records, Budget Requests, or import their budget while funds are 
in a “rolled over” state.   

Once a fund is “cut over,” depending on whether the fund is required to stay in balance for 
revenue and budget appropriation transactions or not, there are other options of utilizing 
either the Revenue and Budget Appropriation Transaction form (for those funds required to 
remain in balance) or the Budget Adjustment form (for those funds not required to remain in 
balance) as Appropriation Adjustments, not Original Appropriations. 

 

Note: Funds should not be cut over until a budget is adopted 

 

Budget Development Worksheet 

 

This is a listing of the budgetary accounts that the user is responsible for, and through which it 
is possible to simply enter a lump sum proposed amount for each budget account.  The amount 
that is entered in the “Proposed Amount” field is the amount that becomes the Initial 
Appropriation for that account when the fund is cutover (which does not occur until the budget 
is adopted).  The Budget Development Worksheet’s “baseline” budget data does not 
automatically update whenever an amount is changed.  For example, “Current Expenditures 
2021-22” Column is not updated each time a payment is made.  A user, with appropriate 
security must “reinitialize” in order to capture the information.   

 

There are also provisions to maintain Miscellaneous Budget Detail records and/ or Budget 
Notes relative to an individual budgetary account.  Note: These items are not integrated into 
the purchasing process, as Budget Requests are.  Security is also available to establish a 
“Lockout” date by user to prevent information from being updated after a set date. 
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For a particular budget account, figures can be entered through both of these methods.  For 
instance, you may have approved a few Budget Requests for a budget account that total 
$2,300.  If, based on past experience, you know that you want to appropriate $3,000 for that 
account you could, with appropriate security, override the $2,300 with $3,000 on the Budget 
Development Worksheet.  Amounts entered through the Budget Development Worksheet in 
this way are not Budget Requests and are not tracked in any meaningful way; they are shown in 
the Miscellaneous Budget Detail as Line 9998 Misc Detail adjustments.  Also, note that if you 
have $3,000 and someone submits a Budget Request for $600 (with appropriate security, 
within the lockout dates) the Budget Development Worksheet reflects $3,600 for the budget 
account. 

 

 “Baseline" Budget Data  

 

Within the worksheet are options to update baseline data.  After the year has been initialized 
and at least the A Fund is in a “rolled over” state, for non-first year sites (as there must be prior 
year data to utilize these functions) a user with appropriate security can go into the Budget 
Development Worksheet and using the Blue Options Button, can select from a variety of 
options to refresh baseline data.  Fields currently exist in the worksheet for Last Year 
Expenditure, Current Year Initial Appropriation, Current Expenditures, and Current Year Current 
Appropriation.  In addition, there are ten columns that can be used to represent different drafts 
of the budget or other prior years of data. 

 

To populate the appropriate columns of data for comparison purposes in the Budget 
Development Worksheet, select the appropriate options: 

 
 

 

At a minimum we recommend: 

1. Re-Initialize Initial Appropriations 2021-22 

2. Re-Initialize Current Appropriations 2021-22 

3. Re-Initialize Current Expenditures 2021-22 

4. Re-Initialize Last Years’ Expenses 2020-21 

 

These options are available only when not in modify mode.  
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Note: Baseline amounts do not automatically update as changes are made to the budget or 
expenditures in the baseline years.  To update any of the baseline data, choose the option to 
re-initialize the figures that need to be updated.  If there is no need to update the entire 
budget, then be sure to first query only the budget accounts that are being updated. 

 

Note: If a site used WinCap’s Budget Development Worksheet in the previous fiscal year, they 
can bring base line data from 2022 forward to the 2023 Budget Development Worksheet by 
using the option to “Re-Initialize FY 2023 Proposed field with FY 2022 Proposed field” (the last 
option in the screen print above).  Once selected, this option allows the site to choose a column 
of base line data from the 2022 Budget Development Worksheet and import the data into the 
selected column in the 2023 Budget Development Worksheet (see below).  

  

 
 

Enter codes in the budget account restrictions or utilize the “Where clause” to further restrict 
the accounts to display and choose Query.  The accounts that meet your criteria are displayed.  
If the restriction is one that may be used often, utilize the left Blue Options Button to save the 
criteria.   

 

The Proposed Budget figures are in the first column of numbers.  Scrolling to the right displays 
baseline data for each budget account selected.  Budget accounts that appear in yellow are 
inactive in the developmental year; they are shown for comparative purposes since they may 
have baseline data.  The Total Record line, the first line in the grid when not in modify mode, 
shows totals for the selected budget accounts.  

 

 
_____________________________________________________________________________- 

 

Example of 2023 proposed fields reinitialized with 2022 fields:  
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To update the proposed budget column, first click on the Modify icon on the form toolbar, then 
use the mouse or cursor keys to move to the proposed figure that needs to be changed. When 
all changes are entered, click on the Save icon on the form toolbar. 

  

It is possible to enter explanatory notes or other comments for any of the budgetary accounts 
through the worksheet.  By right clicking on the budget account the user may select to add 
Budget Account Notes, this creates a note field for a budget account record (e.g. This is a 
reconciling account Do Not Use for Purchasing) or to add Budget Development Notes, which 
creates a note that is only accessible in the Budget Development Worksheet (e.g. The contract 
supporting this estimate is filed in the Treasurer’s office).  

 

 
 

It is also possible to double-click on the account description to open the note window. Type the 
desired notes/ comments and click the OK button when done.  
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There are two visual indicators that a note exists for a budget code.  First, for accounts that 
have a worksheet note, the description appears in teal in the worksheet.  Double-click on the 
teal description and it opens the memo field making it available to read.  Also, if a particular 
account in the worksheet has a note; the note icon on the form toolbar appears in yellow and 
has the letter A inside the icon. 
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Options for Mass Updating Data 

 

To assist in entering information into the Budget Development Worksheet, the Blue Options 
Button has three options available (while in Modify) to mass update data: 

 

 
 

Replace Values in a Column 

 

This option may be used to replace the value of an entire column.  For example, if the user 
wanted to increase the Proposed Amount column to be 3% higher than the Current Year 
Appropriation and have it round to the whole number the dialog screen would appear as 
follows using the formula: round (CurrentYearAppr*1.03,0). 
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Replace Proposed FTE with Misc Item FTEs 

 

With this option a user, with appropriate access, may modify the “Proposed FTE” column in the 
Budget Development Worksheet and update it from the Misc Item FTE in the Miscellaneous 
Budget Detail records.   
 

Update for Defined % Wage Benefit 

 

This option is used to update any benefits that would be calculated as a % of wages (ERS, TRS, 
FICA, etc.).  When using this function make sure the accounts displayed are the only ones you 
wish to update, i.e. make sure you have the correct where clause and budget account 
restrictions; otherwise you may create your % of wage benefits for the wrong accounts.  Each 
site needs to understand how their % of wage benefits is calculated, but there are some general 
where clauses which tend to work in most situations: 

For schools, a sample FICA calculation may be: Budget.STATE_OBJ=“15” OR 
Budget.STATE_OBJ=“16” OR Budget.STATE_OBJ=“8”.   

 

For BOCES, a sample FICA calculation may be: Budget.STATE_OBJ=“150” OR 
Budget.STATE_OBJ=“160” OR Budget.STATE_OBJ=“800” 

 

 

 
When you have the where clauses set for your site it is a good idea to save the criteria for 
future use.  By clicking on the left Blue Option Button and selecting to Save Current Criteria the 
following screen appears: 
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How sites have their people distributed among the salary codes determines how simple the 
where clauses need to be.  For example, if an individual is eligible for ERS, but is in a typically 
TRS budget code, the calculations set forth below need to be adjusted manually. 

 

For schools, a sample ERS calculation may be: Budget.STATE_OBJ=“16” OR 
Budget.STATE_OBJ=“8”  

 

For BOCES, a sample ERS calculation may be: Budget.STATE_OBJ=“160” OR 
Budget.STATE_OBJ=“800” 

 

For schools, a sample TRS calculation may be: Budget.STATE_OBJ<“16” OR 
Budget.STATE_OBJ=“8” 

 

For BOCES, a sample TRS calculation may be: Budget.STATE_OBJ<“160” OR 
Budget.STATE_OBJ=“800” 

 

Once the correct budget accounts are displayed, selecting the option “Update the Defined % of 
Wage Benefit” displays the following: 

 

 
 

Click the magnifying glass to select the desired benefit to update: 
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Note: Benefits appear in this list only if they are flagged in the Benefit table as a Percentage of 
Wage benefit and use the Payroll Posting method for expensing.  Please see the benefit table 
documentation for further details. 
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Select the percentage appropriate for the update and click OK: 

 

 
 

Note: If changes are made to salary numbers, the percent of wage calculations do not 
automatically recalculate.  They must be rerun to ensure the calculations are based on the new 
or revised salaries.   

 

Miscellaneous Budget Detail 

 

The records in Miscellaneous Budget Detail support the amounts, by budget code, in the 
Budget Development Worksheet.  If information is entered at the Budget Development 
Worksheet level, the Miscellaneous Budget Detail only shows a one-line Miscellaneous Budget 
Detail record for the entire amount (using Line 9998).  However, if more detail by budget code 
is desired, the Miscellaneous Budget Detail provides for maintaining detailed items to justify or 
substantiate the Proposed Amount of the budget.   

 

Miscellaneous Budget Detail may be rolled over from the prior year by going to Manage/ 
Budget Development/ Rollover Miscellaneous Budget Detail. 

 

 
 

This process rolls based on criteria entered (for example, just the A fund or for specific Budget 
Accounts). 

 

Miscellaneous Budget Detail may also be accessed directly, with appropriate security, by going 
to Manage/ Budget Development/ Miscellaneous Budget Detail. It may also be accessed 
through the Budget Development Worksheet by placing the cursor on the “Proposed Amount” 
of a specific budget account and double-clicking. Alternately, you may right click on the 
proposed amount and select Modify Miscellaneous Item Detail when in modify mode.  Enter 
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the specific item information that needs to be maintained.  To enter item descriptions that 
exceed the space provided on the items grid, continue typing and the cursor automatically 
shifts to the expanded text memo field at the bottom of the form.  The description field is 
highlighted in teal to indicate the description used the expanded memo field.  
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If a site is using Budget Requests, the Budget Request #, the line of the Budget Request from 
which the Line Item originated, the Vendor # (if provided), and the Vendor Name (if provided) 
also appear.  For salary accounts where a site utilizes the Test Projection region, the 
Miscellaneous Budget Detail is where the names, salaries, and FTEs of the individuals budgeted 
within the budget code appear. 

 

When the form is saved, it updates the Proposed Amount of the budget code in the Budget 
Development Worksheet with the total extended cost of the items entered.  If the item 
amounts are modified or if items are added or deleted, the proposed budget amount is 
adjusted accordingly by the changes made.  

 

 
 

If there are miscellaneous detailed items maintained for a specific budget account, the 
Proposed Amount appears in teal in the Budget Development Worksheet.  If an override to the 
item information takes place in the Budget Development Worksheet, the proposed amount 
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field appears in green.  This indicates that the Line 9998 was used to balance the Miscellaneous 
Detail to the Budget Development Worksheet.  To view or update the Miscellaneous Budget 
Detail associated with a specific budget account, either double-click on the amount in green, or 
right-click on the budget account and select it from the options presented. 

 

 
 

Note: In Miscellaneous Budget Detail, to delete Line 9998, after it has been identified as 
something other than rounding, left click on the row and click the Delete button.  

 

Budget Requests 

 
To enter a Budget Request, go to Manage/ Budget Development/ Budget Request 
Maintenance, or click on the BR icon, if it exists, on the application toolbar.   
NOTE: BRQs can also be created with Web Requisitions 
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Once the form is open click add and fill in the appropriate information (similar to creating and 
approving a Purchase Requisition; complete the fields on the Information and Line Items tabs).  
If the vendor is not known, the Budget Request may still be approved, and the user receives the 
following warning: 

 

 
 

Be sure to select the appropriate Budget Request Type.  For sites using Budget Requests for the 
first year, they need to set up the Budget Request Types.  If there are no options when using 
the magnifying glass on the Type, right click to bring up the Budget Request Type form (which 
can also be accessed by going to Manage / Purchasing/ Tables/ Request Types).  The following 
form appears.  It is recommended at a minimum to set up one request type that is used to 
create Purchase Requests and another that does NOT create Purchase Requests (for use in 
Budget Development only).   Following are examples of how those Budget Request Types might 
be set up: 

 

 
 

The system assigns a Budget Request Number (BRQ) when approved or saved.   

 

Note: The proposed budget is updated only when the request has been approved (at any level).  
Entries in Progress do not update the proposed budget. 
 

“Universal” Budget Import Routine (before fund cutover) 
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This routine imports line item budget codes and amounts to either directly update the WinCap 
budget file or to create budget adjustment transactions and concurrently update the budget file 
(File/ Administration/ Import Files/Budget/ Universal Budget Import).   
 

 
 

Note: The user defined descriptions of the Proposed Fields (identified in Budget Development 
Setup) appear in the Default Type for the budget development year.  After the funds have been 
cutover (which does not occur until after the budget has been adopted), the Default Types are 
Appropriation, Original Appropriation, Encumbrance, Expenditure, Liquidation, or FTE.   

 

This import may be used to: 

  

1)      Initially create the district’s budget file as part of the setup and conversion process. 

  

2)      Import “next year’s” budget that was developed outside of the WinCap Budget 
Development routines. 

  

This routine utilizes a Microsoft Excel template that has been designed for this purpose.   

To create the template to import into WinCap go to File/ Administration/ Import Files/ Create 
Import XLS Template.  When the following appears, select Universal Budget.  Select the 
template and save in a convenient work area. 
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Note: Your local drive (“C”) is Drive V on the network. 

 

The Budget Import screen allows the user to specify defaults and instructions for the import.  
The user may specify a default amount type that is to be updated.  For imports that create 
adjustment transactions, it is possible also to specify the default Effective date, a User 
Reference and a comment/ note regarding the adjustments created.  These defaults can be 
overridden by specifying a different value for individual records on the spreadsheet.   

 

It must be specified whether the amounts in the spreadsheet column labeled “Amount” 
represent the new total amount for the amount type being updated or an adjustment amount 
that is to be added or subtracted from the current amount in budget.  For the former, if the 
import is creating transactions it subtracts the new amount on the spreadsheet from the 
current amount in the WinCap budget file to determine the adjustment amount.   

Whether or not the import creates transactions as well as updating the budget file is based on 
the “status” of each Fund/ Sub Fund for the particular fiscal year.  Transactions are only created 
if the particular Fund/ Sub Fund is cut over.  The routine aborts and provides an error message 
if a Fund/Sub Fund are not initialized (“rolled over”) for that fiscal year for any of the records in 
the import file 

 

There is also an option to instruct the routine to add budget accounts to the budget file if they 
do not already exist.  If the import is being used to do the initial setup and conversion, then it is 
necessary to make sure this option is checked.  An additional option is available that adds each 
budget account component to the appropriate budget component tables if they do not already 
exist.   

 

When the import is executed, it initially goes through a data validation routine. 

 

The routine aborts if: 
 

• Fund is not valid 
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• Fund is not rolled over for the specified fiscal year 

 

• Fund is cut over for the specified fiscal year 
 

• The budget code does not match the budget code “picture” in the Fund Profile for 
that Fund 

 

• A budget code in the import file does not already exist in budget and the “Add 
Codes” box has not been checked. 

 

• The type specified is not original appropriations and the Fund/Sub Fund has not 
been cut over. 

 

Before the routine is executed, it provides a grand total of the amounts in the spreadsheet and 
provides the opportunity to cancel the routine if it is necessary. 

 

If the option is checked to add components to the budget component tables if they do not 
exist, it does so and defaults certain information for the Function and Object records added to 
these tables: 

            Object table - it attempts to assign the state object code for district object code 

If Fund code =A or F and budget object=470, state object=471 

Else make exact match on first three characters, 

Else make exact match on first two characters 

Else make exact match on first one character 

 

If the routine can assign a valid state object, then it defaults the object description to the state 
object code description 

If a state object code cannot be assigned, then it labels the code as “Undefined”. 

             

Function Table - If the district function matches a state function, then it assigns that state 
function code and uses the state function description, else it labels the code “Undefined” 

  

For the other budget “extension” tables it labels all the codes as “Undefined” 

  

A few notes regarding the information to be imported via the spreadsheet: 

• Names of the fields are the headers in row 1, and required fields are marked in bold. 

 

• Row 2 defines the type of data and maximum length for each field.  

 

• Each row of the spreadsheet represents a single budgetary account.  The import 
routine reads any line, commencing with row 3. 
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If any invalid data is encountered, the import routine terminates and provides a printable list of 
the invalid data.  The invalid data can be corrected or deleted, and the import can be re-
attempted.   

  

The Universal Budget Import spreadsheet must be saved in one of the following formats: 

   Microsoft Excel 5.0/95 Workbook (*.xls) 

   Microsoft Excel 97& 5.0/95 Workbook (*.xls) 

  

The following terms are fields that appear in the spreadsheet: 

  

Fund - This must be a valid NYS Fund Code (i.e. use “A” not “G” for the General Fund) 

  

Budget code - Enter the budget code, with or without delimiters, in the format defined within 
WinCap for the specific fund.  For the Special Aid Fund and Capital Fund, it may be necessary to 
“insert” the appropriate Sub Fund that has been defined within WinCap for the budget codes 
maintained in other systems. The budget account cannot be more than 16 characters without 
the delimiters or 21 with delimiters. 

  

Amount - Enter either the budget adjustment amount or the new budget amount for the 
particular “type”.  Once it is decided whether the amount entered is the adjustment itself or 
the new total (in which case the import routine calculates the appropriate adjustment amount), 
it is necessary to be consistent for all the budget accounts included in the spreadsheet for that 
specific import.   

  

Type - Refers to amount that needs to be updated for each account.  Generally, this is left blank 
and the import applies the type that is specified for the overall import.  It is possible to enter a 
different type on this line to specify an override to the default type.  The valid types are the 
bold-faced letters (These are the types for any year other than the budget development year): 

 

 

Original Appropriation    

Current Appropriation 

Expenditure 

Encumbrance 

Liquidation 

Project Remaining Balance                  

 

Effective - Enter an effective accounting date only if it is necessary to override the default date 
that has been specified for the overall import. If the import file contains dates that are prior to 
the beginning of that fiscal year, WinCap assigns a valid effective date (if before FY start, it uses 
the FY start date; if after FY end, it uses the FY end date).    
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Reference - If budget adjustment transactions are produced by the import routine, use this field 
to cross-reference other accounting entries or a category that might have been defined so that 
specific types of transactions can easily be selected when running reports or querying data.  
Enter a reference in this column for particular codes only if it is necessary to override the 
default reference specified for the import. 

  

Notes - If budget adjustment transactions are produced by the import routine, use this field to 
annotate the budget adjustment being made.  Enter a comment in this column for particular 
codes only if it is necessary to override the default comment specified for the import. 

 Note: When budget adjustment transactions are created by the import routine, a separate 
transaction group is created that includes all of the transactions that have the same reference 
and comment.   

  

Description - If the import is being used to add accounts to the budget file, then enter a line-
item description that is used to label that account.   

  

Service (BOCES Only) - If the import is being used to add accounts to the budget file, then enter 
the applicable service code that the account is to be associated with.   

Miscellaneous Budget Items Import 

 

A Miscellaneous Budget Detail import has been created and is located with the templates 
(File/Administration/Import Files/Create Import XLS Template). 
 

 
 

This could be used during the budget development process for detail maintained outside of 
WinCap.  Security now has a provision for this import and would need to be checked for this 
option to be available to a particular user. 

 

Adding New Budget Accounts 
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To add accounts to the new year budget that do not exist in the current year, right click on a 
Budget Code; click on Budget Account Maintenance; click on Add (see Budget 
Management/Adding a Budget Code).   

  

To add new accounts to the current year budget, that need to be included in the new fiscal year 
budget account file, follow one of the following procedures.  

  

1)      To keep the current appropriations up-to-date in the Budget Development Worksheet with 
those for the current year, choose Re-initialize Current Year Appropriations.  This adds the 
budget accounts in the new year (if they do not already exist) and display the current year’s 
appropriation.  However, if the budget account has an inactive status in the new year (displayed 
in yellow), it is necessary to activate it if it is to be used in the new year.  To do this directly 
from the worksheet, right click on the budget account and select from the options presented. 

  

2)      After adding the budget account in the current year, right–click the mouse on the Add 
Similar icon on the form’s toolbar.  This adds that budget account in the new fiscal year.  All 
amounts are zero in the new fiscal year code.  To show the current year appropriations in the 
Budget Development Worksheet, either enter on the worksheet or choose the option to “Re-
Initialize Current Year Appropriations” from the blue option button on the Budget Development 
Worksheet. 

Establishing Object Groups 

 

WinCap provides an Object Group table that allows for the summarization of the budget data 
according to user-defined object categories.  This would be used when summarizing at a level 
somewhat less detailed than specific object codes, but when the state object categories do not 
meet the district’s needs.  First, decide what object categories are to be used and add those to 
the Object Group table from Budget Maintenance/Tables/Object Group.  Enter the appropriate 
object group for each object code currently in the object table.  The Budget Presentation 
Report provides sort and summary options to utilize the object group table.   

  

Budget Development Detail 
 

This form provides a means to view the detailed data that supports the proposed budget. 

Select Detail from the Budget Development option under Manage, or click on the DD icon, if it 
exists, on the application toolbar. 

  

The first grid lists the budgetary accounts and shows the proposed budget based on all 
approved Budget Requests and other data entered through the worksheet.  The amount 
labeled “Total Request” includes Budget Requests that have been entered but that have not 
been approved yet. 

  

The second grid lists the specific Budget Requests that have been approved for the referenced 
account.  Finally, the third grid lists the item detail on the referenced Budget Request.  Double-
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click on any of the descriptions that appear in aqua or click on the note icon on the form 
toolbar, to read the notes/comments associated with that item.  
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Budget Development – State Budget Category (3-Part Budget) Worksheet (Districts Only) 
 
Within Budget Account Maintenance, a user can assign individual budget accounts to a specific 
budget category. This facilitates budget development reporting for the 3-Part Budget.  When 
adding a new General Fund budget account code, the system automatically defaults to either 
“A”, “C”, or “P” or Administration, Capital or Program, based on the state function of the new 
code.  For any budget code, users may override the default to another value as desired.  If the 
particular function is one the state defines as reportable in more than one category (i.e. 
Employee Benefits), then nothing defaults, and the users can assign the specific account to a 
particular category, if desired.  
  

 
 
The State Budget Category (3-Part Budget) Worksheet is not directly linked to the Budget 
Development Worksheet and therefore does not automatically update the amounts of the 3-
Part Budget Worksheet (similar to the way the Budget Development Worksheet baseline data 
does not get automatically updated when changes are made in Live Data).  A user with 
appropriate security, when in the 3-Part Budget Worksheet (Manage/ Budget Development/ 
State Budget Category (3-Part Budget) Worksheet) must first compile the data.  In modify 
mode, go to the left Blue Option Button and select “Compile Data”  
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The WinCap routine that compiles the budget development data for the State Budget Category 
Worksheet utilizes the category assignments at the budget account level (see above).  As a 
result, information for “split categories” are summarized into the appropriate A, C, P categories 
for any budget accounts that have been so designated; only the amounts for the unassigned 
accounts are displayed in the split line-items in the State Budget Category Worksheet.   
As the user allocates budget amounts to the A, C, or P categories in the worksheet, the 
amounts that have been compiled into the “split” line automatically are adjusted accordingly, 
so the user is aware of the balances that must still be distributed.    
 

 
 
Note: If changes are made to the Budget Development Worksheet the “Compile Data” option 
should be rerun or the 3-Part Budget should be manually updated for the changes, as 
recompiling removes any splits done and they must be reentered. 
 
Budget Development – State Budget Category (3-Part Budget) Report 
  
Note: This report pulls from the State Budget Category (3-Part Budget) Worksheet.  If the 
worksheet has not been compiled there is no data for this report.   
 
The State Budget Category (3-Part Budget) Report provides options to show a summary dollar 
and percentage distribution for the three budget categories (Administration, Capital, Program).  
Options are provided for users to select to show this summary in addition to the functional 
breakdown, or to show only the summary distribution.  
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This report also provides a warning message if there are undistributed amounts remaining in 
any of the “split” categories”.  
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